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Introduction

Experimental studies on mechanical tenderizing and tumbling of pork meat in relation to product mechanical properties 

carried on for several years. The aim of the study was to find out and explain the mechanism of meat softening and rise of slice 
caused by the two unit plasticization processes.

Experimental
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micro1Samples of tenderized pork meat, taken from ham muscles 48 hours post mortem, were observed under electron 

dewicz and Jakubiec-Puka, 1995) and examined for water and brine-holding capacity, protein extractability (Tyszkiewicz 

myofibril fragmentation index, proteolytic activity (Drobisz, 1994) and protein fractions pattern (SDS-page electrophoresis). Sticky

A1

formed in course of tumbling was examined for total protein content, myofibril protein content and myofibril fragmentation index (°lkie' , 

et al 1995/1996). Cooked sticky exudate used as a model of ham join junction was examined for its rheological properties: yielil f 

elasticity and fluidity. Cooked formed ham as a final product was examined for its shear value and slice strength (Olkiewicz, 1997)- 
Results

Mechanical tenderization caused sever damage of muscle fibres and of the contractile structure. It was observed under 

microscope as fractures of myofibrils at the Z-line region, expansion of myofibrils with preserved continuity or with lost connection 

A- and I-band, total disorganization of the contractile structure (Tyszkiewicz and Jakubiec-Puka, 1995). Swelling of the fibres and sepa

bet"'1

of myofibrils were also noticed. It was accompanied by the increase of brine-holding capacity of the muscle and rise of the a®0

extractable proteins (Tyszkiewicz et al, 1997), increase of proteolytic activity of tissue (calpain and B.+L cathepsines) and rise of the ^ 1

of low-molecular protein fractions. Troponine presence in the muscle extract was an additional marker of Z-line damage (Drobisz, 1 " 4)tai,i' 
Tumbling was mainly responsible for continuous rise of total protein content, myofibril protein content and myofibril frag11'61

index of the sticky exudate formed at the surface of meat pieces. The higher myofibril protein content and myofibril fragmentation ,de*i/\

•tef*A
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higher the strength of product slice (Olkiewicz and Tyszkiewicz, 1995). The strength of slice was closely related to rheological paran161 

the model join junction of formed ham (Olkiewicz, 1997). The rise of yield point and decrease of elastisicity and fluidity caused W 

increase of myofibril protein content and myofibril fragmentation index in the sticky exudate, resulted in higher resistance of han1 
break.

Construction of the model

The proposed model of interrelationships among various physico- and bio-chemical processes responsible for form*1 

mechanical properties of formed pork ham is graphically presented. The two main points are as follows:

• increase of slice strength results from opening of the meat tissue structure and its damage facilitating brine absorption, protein ^  

protein solubilization, fragmentation and dispersion of myofibrils in brine and formation of sticky exudate. The exudate under c°° 

develops a strong join junction characterized by high yield point; all those processes are induced by and developed in course o f t ^ ,

• increase of tenderness (softening) of ham muscles results from tissue damage, enhanced proteolysis due to the rise of proteolytic f 

the tissue and proteins swelling caused by brine absorption; those processes, excluding swelling of proteins resulting niai11̂  
tumbling, are caused by mechanical tenderization.
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